Newfoundland Club of America  
Advanced Draft Test Score Sheet

Date: ____________  
Club: ___________________  
Judge: ___________________  
Dog Number ______

**Weight & Apparatus**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ Handler does not properly harness or hitch the dog  
___ Weight is not secured in apparatus  
___ Apparatus balance is unsafe or gives the dog trouble  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>90 Degree Right</th>
<th>Bump</th>
<th>Continuous Contact with an Obstacle</th>
<th>Crosses Line</th>
<th>Pass/ Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90 Degree Left</td>
<td>Bump</td>
<td>Continuous Contact with an Obstacle</td>
<td>Crosses Line</td>
<td>Pass/ Fail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Driven Figure Eight**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ Handler does not remain behind and close to apparatus after entering oval  
___ The inside wheel of the apparatus makes contact with the line or the obstacle (Bump)  
___ The inside wheel of apparatus makes continuous contact Line/Barrier or crosses line (failure)  
___ The dog refuses to work  

**Pass Through the Removeable Obstacle**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog does not remain in the same position left before or after moving the obstacle  
___ The dog does not pull through where the obstacle was blocking the path  
___ The handler does not remain next to the obstacle when instructing the dog to pull through  

**90 Degree Back Up**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog refuses to back up  
___ The inside rear wheel of the apparatus makes continuous contact or moves the barrier  

**Weight Exchange**  
Pass /Fail  
___ The dog does not stay in place or stay standing  
___ The dog does not cooperate for unloading or loading the weight  
___ The load is not secured or balanced in the apparatus  

**Back Through Adjustable Narrow**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog does not back through the low narrow(s)  
___ The inside rear wheel of the apparatus makes continuous contact or moves the barrier (failure)  

**Serpentine**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog misses one of the turns in the serpentine  
___ The dog runs over or knocks over an obstacle  

**U-Turn**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog or apparatus touched, moved or damaged the circular object  
___ The inside rear wheel of the apparatus crossed or made continuous contact with the line (failure)  

**Moving Stand**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog does not stop in a stand within three steps  
___ The dog does not stay  
___ The handler hesitates before leaving the dog  
___ The dog moved out of position during the exam  
___ The dog does not come when called  

**Drag Away Removeable Obstacle**  
Pass/ Fail  
___ The dog does not stay in the same position or location where left by the handler  
___ The dog does not cooperate for hitching  
___ The dog refuses to pull the obstacle 10 feet  
___ The obstacle hits the hind legs of the dog when pulling  
___ The dog is not hitched correctly  

**Distance – The dog does not complete the 450 yards or will not start working in 15 seconds**  
Pass/ Fail  

**Failures Common to All Exercise**

1. Dog is not under Control or 3 Bumps  
2. Handler yells frequently to maintain control  
3. Handler abuses dog  
4. Handler touches dog or apparatus without permission  
5. Dog does not obey commands  
6. Handler physically impedes the dog’s movement  
7. Dog or handler violates specific site regulations  
8. Equipment does not fit, is not adjusted or balanced  
9. Dog upsets draft apparatus  
10. Dog urinated or defecates while being tested  
11. Equipment breaks and cannot be repaired in 10 minutes  
12. Dog or apparatus bumps any object(s) more than 2 times on the whole course or as specified in individual maneuvers  
13. Dog or apparatus damages or moves a part of any obstacle  
14. Dog refuses to move the apparatus when told to do so (15 second time limit)  

DDXSCORE (4.1.18)